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PROJECT 2018 

JESUS VIR JAPAN 

Information about the Japanese flag: 

Enlarge the flag to the size you prefer. Just remember to keep the ratios the 

same: 

Short side:  10 cm  20 cm  40 cm  60 cm 

Long side:  15 cm  30 cm  60 cm  90 cm 

Red circle:  6 cm   12 cm  24 cm  36 cm 

The children will discover the true meaning of doing something good to other people. When you do something for someone else, 

you do it for Jesus. The children will also learn more about Japan and how we can support the children of Japan as part of our 

missionary project for 2018. 
Text: Matt 25:31 – 40  

Materials/Supplies: 

 Umbrella 

 Rice 

 Chopsticks or a knife and fork 

 Japanese fan 

 Lantern or any lamp 

 Magnifying glasses or a picture of a magnifying glass for each child 

 Secret decoder for each child that can read 

 Materials for “working and playing” 

 PowerPoint of the information for Japan (available on our website) 

 The song “Jesus loves me” in English and Japanese (available on our website) 
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Welcome 
“I spy with my little eye”: (Before the children arrive: Arrange the items for the game throughout the location/room/hall you 
are using for the session. Try to use some of the following items that reflect our missionary project for this year: umbrella/
rice/chopsticks/Japanese fan/lantern/anything else you want to use for the game.) 
(When the children are present, you can say the following:) “Wow, today I am very eager to spy on something or on someone. 
Do you know what it means to spy? It means you are secretly gathering information about someone or something. The govern-

ment usually appoints a spy to gather information about its enemies or information regarding a certain situation. The govern-

ment uses the information that is gathered to make certain decisions regarding which steps it must take. 

Who of you wants to be a spy? (Give opportunity for reaction.) Okay, now we are going to play a game where all of us are go-
ing to be spies. I’m going to give you clues and you must use these clues to find the object in the room that I’m talking about. 

Every time I’m going to start with the words: “I spy with my little eye…” Then I will give the clues and you must try to find 

the item and point to that item, for example: I spy with my little eye… something that gives you light when you walk into a 

dark room. (Lamp/light). (As presenter, you can determine how long you want to play the game.) 
Who said they want to be a spy again? (Wait for reaction.) I’m so glad, because I don’t know if you knew it, but as children of 

God we are also spies for Jesus. Yes, Jesus knows everything, but He wants us to gather new information which will help us 

live good lives and to make wise decisions every day. Where do we get that information? (Wait for reaction.) Yes, in the Bible. 

The Lord’s Word gives us all the information we need to enable us to make wise decisions and to know how to live according to 
His will. 

But there is another way Jesus wants us to be spies for Him. Through finding out about the wellbeing of other people and how 

we can help them. As children of God we want to help other people, right?! (Wait for reaction.) We can help each other in dif-

ferent ways. How do we help each other? (Give opportunity for answers.) We help by praying for each other/by listening to a 
person when he needs a friend/by giving food to someone who is hungry, etc. And how do you know when a friend is sad? Yes, 

you get that information from your friend or from somebody else. Now you can choose if you want to turn your back on your 

friend and laugh at him/her because he/she is sad, or you can decide to use this information to support your friend by listen-

ing to him/her or by praying for him/her; etc. That is why we are spies for Jesus every day. Every day we receive information 
which helps us to help other people. 

This year at KIX, as spies for Jesus, we are going to gather information about the children in Japan to see how we can help and 

support them. Yes, it is far away from here, but the Lord also wants to use us to make a difference in the lives of the children 

in Japan. The name of our spy project is: JESUS FOR JAPAN! 
Who wants to be part of this year’s spy team for Japan? (Give a moment for reaction.) Okay then, let the spying begin!! 

Okay spies, there are two tasks we must do for our “JESUS FOR JAPAN” project. 

First task: We must gather information regarding what the children in Japan need, to enable us to gather money to help them 

with their needs. 
Second task: We must find out what specific prayer needs they have. 

Okay spies, before we can gather information regarding what the children of Japan need, we need to get some background in-

formation on Japan. But let’s get focused, because every spy must always be focused. 

 

WORSHIP 

Song: We will stand together (www.youtube.com/watch?v=kC9-W4M9yI4) 

Settle down ritual:  

While the children sit with closed eyes, play the song “Jesus loves me, yes I know” (the Japanese and English version). The 

children listen quietly to the Japanese version and can sing along with the English version. (The video clip and MP3 song is 
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available on our website). 

Word 
Have you ever felt like showing the Lord how much you love Him and how thankful you are? Do you ever wonder how you can 

show Him without physically seeing Him? You can give Mommy a flower and you can help Daddy in the garden, but how do you 

give Jesus a flower? Yes, He lives in our hearts, but sometimes we feel that we want to give Him something or do something to 
show Him how much we love Him. Do you know what? You can. Every day. You see, Jesus sees everything you do for Him, just 

as Daddy see how you are helping him in the garden, or like Daddy sees how you are helping Mommy in the kitchen. (Use exam-
ples relating to your own context.) Let’s read what the Bible tells us about how we can show Jesus everyday how much we love 

Him: 
Matthew 25:31-40: 

“When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, he will sit on his glorious throne. All the nations wil l be 

gathered before him, and he will separate the people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. He 

will put the sheep on his right and the goats on his left. “Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are 
blessed by my Father; take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world. For I was hungry 

and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I 

needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visit me.’ “Then the 

righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you something to drink? When 
did we see you a stranger and invite you in or needing clothes and clothe you? When did we see you sick or in prison and went 

to visit you?’ “The King will reply, “Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of 

mine, you did for me.” (New International Version) 
Children now get a chance to think about the story:  
1. I wonder what in this story you liked the most. 

2. I wonder what in this story is important to you 

3. I wonder where in the world you see people that help others. 

4. I wonder how you can help other people. 
 

In this story we hear the truth: if we do something to someone else, we are doing it to Jesus. Good or bad. If we hurt someone, 

we hurt Jesus. If we help someone, we help Jesus. This year we want to support and help our friends in Japan. But to be able 

to do so, we need to do some spying to help us know more about Japan, the children of Japan, and how we can help. 
Have you ever wondered what it must feel like to live in another country? What will be different? Well, as spies for Jesus, we 

are going to discover more information about the life in Japan and how we can support them. 

It’s important to know how you greet someone in Japanese: 

 Good morning: Ohayou gozaimasu (pronounce it as: ô-haai – yoe Gô-zaai – mâs) 
 Hallo: “konnichi wa” (pronounce it as: kon-nietchie – wâ) 

 Bye: “Jaa, mata ne” (pronounce it as: djaa, mâ-tâ - nê) 

 Bye-bye: “Bai bai” 

 (Let the children repeat the words) 
I wonder what we can learn about Japan? Let’s discover Japan: 

(Here are a few facts. Choose which facts you want to share with the group. You can use the PowerPoint presentation, which 
is available on our website.) 
1. Japan belongs to the continent of Asia. Japan is an island nation surrounded by the Sea of Japan to the East and the Pacif-

ic Ocean to the West. Japan consists of 6,852 islands. 
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2. Tokyo is the capital city of Japan. 

3. The Japanese flag is white with a large red disk (representing the sun without rays) in the centre. 

4. The language they speak in Japan is Japanese. How do we greet someone in Japanese again? Hallo: “konnichi wa”. 
(Pronounce it as: kon-nietchie – wâ.) 

5. Japan has about 200 volcanoes, of which 60 are still active (An active volcano is a volcano that still has eruptions.) 

6. On average there are around 1 500 earthquakes every year in Japan. 

7. Japan has more than 50 000 people that are more than 100 years old. 
8. Square Watermelons are grown by Japanese farmers for easier stacking and storing. 

9. In Japan there are more pets than children. 

10. In Tokyo there are Cat Cafes where you can go to drink coffee and hang out with cats for hours. 

11. In Japan teachers and students come together to clean the classrooms and cafeteria. 
12. There is an island in Japan that is full of rabbits. 

13. In Japan, tipping a server or waiter is considered rude. 

14. People who cannot afford to live in houses in Japan take advantage of the policy of McDonalds that their "doors are always 

open". So they live in their restaurants. They are known as "McRefugees." 
15. Japan is home to many different forms of martial arts, like Karate, Judo, etc. 

16. Traditional Japanese homes are made of wood. 

17. In Japan it is common to eat rice at every meal, including breakfast. 

18. Sushi (a rice dish which can include raw fish) is a famous food in Japan. Nowadays people all over the world enjoy sushi. 
19. The traditional dress of Japan is the kimono. Kimonos, which are generally made of silk, have large sleeves and reach 

from the shoulders all the way down to the heels. They are tied with a wide belt called an obi. Nowadays kimonos are usu-

ally worn only on special occasions, such as the Shichi-Go-San festival, weddings, and graduation ceremonies. 

20. Cherry blossoms are symbolic of spring, a time of renewal, and the fleeting nature of life. Their lives are very short. Af-
ter their beauty peaks after two weeks, the blossoms start to fall. During spring, people like to have cherry blossom par-

ties with colleagues, friends, and family. Cherry blossoms make people feel merry. 

21. In Japan less than 1% of the nation is Christians. That means that only one child out of class of 100 children will be a 

Christian. That is how few Christians there are in Japan. 
22. Loyalty is one of their core values. Therefore, Japanese see people leaving their traditional religions (Buddhism and Shin-

toism) as traitors. (Shintoism is the native religion of Japan. It involves the worship of kami, or spirits. Shinto is a collec-

tion of rituals and methods meant to regulate the relations between living people and the spirits.) 

23. The Japanese wear crosses as a fashion statement but have no idea what the cross signifies.  
24. The Japanese people do not show emotions very easily, for example, sometimes you will not know when they are angry or 

sad, because you won’t see it on their facial expressions. 

25. Because of all the natural disasters that occur in Japan, especially after the earthquake and tsunami in 2011, the self-

reliant Japanese character began to soften and some Japanese people are now more open to the gospel. 
26. There is a high suicide rate in Japan – issues of loneliness and isolation – which is a huge indicator of a bigger need for 

Christ who will never leave or forsake us. 

 

Spies for Jesus, now we have a better understanding about the country we are going to support this year. I wonder which in-
formation stood out for you. (Give time for feedback.) 
During every KIX session we are going to find out more about Japan and pray for the people of Japan. We also want to start 

collecting money to enable us to help the children in Japan. Although we are going to start collecting money during the first 
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term, we are going to zoom in more on our friends in Japan during the second term. During that time, we will discover more 

about what they need and how we can help. We are also going to make contact with them. 

Our fundraiser is going to work like this: we have a large national flag of Japan. (Show the paper/cardboard with the flag, but 
without the circle in the middle being red.) Is this correct? Is this what the Japanese flag looks like? (Give a moment for reac-
tion and guide them to the answer that the circle must be red.). Yes, this flag is incorrect, because the circle in the middle 

should be red. So, as part of our task as spies for Jesus, we must try to change the circle from white to red during the year. 

The only way that can happen, is by collecting money. For every R50 we collect (adapt the amount to your own circumstances) 
a round red sticker will be pasted in the circle of the flag. We must try to complete that circle as fast as we can. I see we 

need a lot of small red dots. Spies, we must work very hard to succeed in this task. Are you up to it? “(Wait for reaction.) 
Great! But first it’s time to do some other tasks... 

Every spy needs to have a password to make sure that he/or she is part of the secret spying team. Therefore we must also 
have a password which we must use every time we come to KIX. Stand in a circle and whisper the password to each other like 

the “telephone game” ("Chinese whispers"). (The presenter must start. After everyone heard the password, the presenter 
counts to three and then the whole group must say the password together. Make sure everyone is certain of what the correct 

password is.) The password is: JESUS FOR JAPAN! 

 

Working AND PLAYING 

 Picture of Japanese girl to colour in. 
 Magnifying glasses 

 Secret decoders 

 

Magnifying glasses (for children who cannot read and write yet): 
The children get the chance to make their own magnifying glasses to use at each meeting during the 

spy sessions. Copy the magnifying glass template twice for every child on cardstock. Cut out around the outsides and then cut 

out the inner circles. Cut out a piece of cellophane a bit smaller than the outer circle. Use double-sided tape to stick the piece 

of cellophane to the outer circle of one of the forms. Then attach more double-sided tape and place the second form over the 
top, trapping the cellophane in between. 

(It’s recommended that you take in the magnifying glasses after each session. If they take it 
home, remind them to bring it with them to all the KIX sessions). 
 
Option 2 (for the children who can read): 

Make a secret decoder to use during every KIX session. 

Copy a secret decoder on cardstock for each child. You need a split pin for each decoder. 

(Ask for “round head paper fasteners”.) Cut out the circles. Use an alder or sharp point 
needle to make holes in the middle of each circle. Attach the smaller disc on top of the larg-

er one with the split pin.  

With each session, there will be new information regarding Japan. After the children said the password and made the moves 

(see at the end of this session), they must use their decoders to solve the secret codes. 
At the beginning of every session the top disc must be turned according to the clue. At the first session the clue is “M = A”. 

Turn the top disc until M (on the top disc) is to the inside of A (as in the photo). (At week 1 the A on the outer disc is right 

opposite the M on the inner disc.) Do not turn the discs in relation to each other before you finished decoding the message. 



The secret code for week 1 is: X Q F F Q D. Search the letter X on the inner circle and write down the letter corresponding to 

it on the outer circle, i.e. L. Now search for Q on the inner circle and write down the letter next to it on the outer circle, i.e. E. 

In the same way F becomes T and D becomes R. The answer to this week’s code is LETTER. For the next session the decoder 
must be turned according to the clue at the beginning of the session. 

 

Ending: 

Stand in a circle. Remind the group about the password they must remember, and show them the moves that go with the pass-
word:  

Jesus   (stretch your arms out to the side)  

for Japan  (bend to the front while nodding you head)  

The children repeat the password with the moves. Close with prayer while standing in the circle. After the prayer, you greet 

them with the password and moves and they respond back with the password and moves. 







EXTRA CRAFTS AND ACTIVITIES TO USE WITH THE PROJECT: JESUS FOR JAPAN 

Japanese Brown paper Slippers 

Materials: 
Brown cardstock, pencil, scissors, sequins, glue, ribbon 
Have the kids trace the soles of their shoes onto the brown cardstock. Cut out both 
soles. Cut two 3x15 cm strips of cardstock. Let the kids decorate them with sequins, glue 
and ribbon, leaving about 3cm on either end blank. After the glue has dried, glue the 
blank ends of each strip to the bottom sole of each shoe according to the size of each 
child’s feet. Let dry. 

Marshmallow sweets sushi 

(These treats can be made beforehand and given to the children to take home after the session.) Other adults in the church/
community can also help with the making of the sweets sushi and a sushi take away can be given to each child to take home. 
Recipe: 
 60g unsalted butter 
 300g marshmallows 
 5 cups rice crispies (cereal) 
 a variety of candy for sushi making including: 

 fruit leathers, roll ups, tapes (I don’t know which of these one gets in South Africa...) 
 liquorice twists 
 gummy worms 
 gummy fish or sour fish 

Directions 
In a large pot, melt butter over medium heat. Add marshmallows and stir until completely melted. Remove pot from heat. Add 
in cereal and stir until mixture is evenly coated in marshmallow. Spread the mixture as a thin layer onto a buttered rimmed 
baking sheet. Use a knife to trim the edges to make them nice and straight. The mixture will go almost to the edges of a 
standard baking sheet, but not quite. The trick is keeping the final treat layer thin so that it can be rolled around the candy     
fillings. Cut the marshmallow treats into thirds, making 3 rectangles. Allow to cool slightly. 
To Make Nigiri Sushi: 
Cut small rectangles out of the marshmallow treats about the size of the gummy fish. Place one gummy fish on each rectan-
gle. Wrap a small strip of fruit leather tape around the fish and marshmallow treat. Repeat with the remaining small rectan-
gles of marshmallow treats. 
To Make Maki Sushi: 
Lay gummy worms and liquorice twists along the short side of one of the large marshmallow treat rectangles. Roll the marsh-
mallow treat around the gummy worms and liquorice. Add extra marshmallow treat to seal and trim. Use your fingers to press 
the marshmallow treats together and seal the edges around the sushi roll. Wrap a fruit roll up around the sushi roll, pressing 
to seal it into place. Using a sharp knife, slice into 3cm long pieces of sushi. 
Store sushi in a sealed container in between layers of waxed paper for up to 2 days. 



Cherry blossom art 

Materials: 
 Empty 2 litre cold drink bottle 
 Paper plates 
 A piece of white A4/A3 paper/cardboard for each child 
 Dark paint 
 Paint brushes (if you are going to paint the branches) 
 Light pink paint (mix red and white paint) 
Start by using dark paint to paint a branch on the A4/A3 paper/cardboard. If you can’t paint in a 
straight line, it looks even better. (If you want to save time the presenter or other adults can paint 
the branches beforehand or you can give each child a copy of printed branches.) Pour some pink 
paint on a paper plate and dip the bottom of the plastic bottle into the paint. Press the plastic bot-
tle on the paper and lift. Repeat dipping and stamping the bottle until you have enough blossoms on 
your branch. Let it dry. 

 

https://alphamom.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/cherry-blossom-art-4.jpg
https://alphamom.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/cherry-blossom-art-5.jpg
https://alphamom.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/cherry-blossom-art-soda-bottle-final.jpg
https://alphamom.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/cherry-blossom-art-soda-bottle.jpg


SPYING ACTIVITIES FOR EACH SESSION OF THE FIRST TERM: 
 
Prepare envelopes for all the sessions of this term. Keep all the envelopes at hand at the front of the meeting place. Every 

week a child can come to the front to fetch the correct envelope after they had broken the code. 

 

Session 1: 
The children enter. After they have greeted everyone with the secret code (“Jesus for Japan”) and have done the move-

ments, they get their first clue: M = A. 
Break the code: X Q F F Q D (L E T T E R) 

A child can fetch the envelope with the word “LETTER” written on it. Open it. The presenter/child can read the letter. 

What is our task for today? Discover what a Christian in Japan wrote. 

A letter from Japan: 
 

Dearest friends in Christ, 

 

I want to share with you how the Lord has changed my life here in Japan. Before I became a Chris-

tian, I had fear and anxiety. Now I have hope and peace in my heart and I want to spread the gos-

pel. In Japan some people think it’s not good to rely on something or to believe in something. Ask 

the Lord to open their eyes that they will be able to see that they need the Lord and that they can 

trust Him. I think everybody needs to believe in Jesus. Please keep praying for us in Japan. 

Love and blessings from Japan! 

Ai (her name means Love) 

 

Pray for Japan: Use this letter to help the group decide what specific needs of Japanese people they want to pray for. Give a 

moment for prayer. 

 

Session 2: 
The children enter. After they have greeted everyone with the secret code (“Jesus for Japan”) and have done the move-
ments, they get their second clue: P = A. 

Break the code: H W D T H (S H O E S) 

What is our task for today? Find out what is forbidden to do in Japan. 

Read the information inside the envelope marked “SHOES”: 
 

You are not allowed to wear shoes inside the houses in Japan. They simply don’t want the 

dust and dirt from outside on their clean floors and mats. They sometimes give you slippers 

to wear in the house. 

 

Pray for Japan: You can pray for something you’ve learned from this information, e.g. “Lord, just as the Japanese keep their 

houses clean, help us to keep our country/town and our hearts clean from waste and harmful things. Amen.” 

 
 



Session 3: 
The children enter. After they have greeted everyone with the secret code (“Jesus for Japan”) and have done the movements, 

they get their third clue: I = S. 

Break the code: W Y V J (G I F T) 
What is our task for today? Discover what the Japanese fans are used for. (You can make one before the session to show 

them or you can buy one at a Chinese shop.) 

Read the information inside the envelope marked “GIFT”: 

 
In Japan a fan is an important symbol. Fans were used by warriors as a form of weapon, ac-

tors and dancers used fans for performances, and children as toys. In Japan fans are given to 

others as gifts. They can also serve as trays for holding gifts. Sometimes fans are used in reli-

gious ceremonies and events. 

 

Pray for Japan: Ask the Lord to help each and every one of us to be a gift and blessing to others. 

 

Session 4: 
The children enter. After they have greeted everyone with the secret code (“Jesus for Japan”) and have done the movements, 

they get their fourth clue: E = N. 
Break the code: U F   E F K   D F M V (D O   N O T   M O V E) 

What is our task for today? Discover something else you may not do in Japan. 

Read the information inside the envelope marked “DO NOT MOVE”: 

 
Moving while eating or drinking is generally a no-no in Japan. Although almost everybody in 

Japan has a mobile phone, there are some socially agreed upon etiquette rules for using them 

in public. Sure, they are texting/gaming/reading on their phones, but they would never answer 

a voice call in public. They find it rude to talk loudly on a phone on streets, trains, busses or 

other public spaces. The Japanese put group needs ahead of the individual, so they never 

want their phone usage to be considered as a nuisance to others. 

 

Pray for Japan: “Lord, please help us to take each other into account and always live unselfish lives.” 
 

Session 5: 
The children enter. After they have greeted everyone with the secret code (“Jesus for Japan”) and have done the movements, 

they get their fifth clue: A = G. 

Break the code: L Y M J Y W N (R E S P E C T) 

What is our task for today? Discover something about the culture and people of Japan. 
Read the information inside the envelope marked “RESPECT”: 

 
The Japanese are famous for their willingness to work very hard. Children are taught to show 

respect for others, especially their parents and bosses. They learn to do what is best for their 

family or company and worry less about their own needs. 

 

Pray for Japan: Pray that the children in Japan will accept Jesus into their lives. Pray that they will know that they can bring all 



their needs to Jesus and share it with Him. Pray that they will trust Him in providing in their needs. 

 

Session 6: 
The children enter. After they have greeted everyone with the secret code (“Jesus for Japan”) and have done the movements, 
they get their sixth clue: W = A. 

Break the code: I E N W Y H A (M I R A C L E) 

What is our task for today? Discover some information regarding one of the biggest natural disasters in history. 

Read the information inside the envelope marked “MIRACLE”: 
 

Japan is part of the “Ring of Fire”. Those countries experience many nature disasters. In 2011, 

Japan experienced one of the biggest natural disasters in recent history: an earthquake and 

Tsunami (big wave) hit Japan! About 18 000 people died and half a million (500 000) people 

lost their homes. The people of Japan experienced a lot of sadness and fear. This disaster has 

changed the lives of many people and some are still struggling to recover. But in all of this sad-

ness, the Lord still shows us how He cares and provides. Listen to this miracle: 

Three days after the earthquake and tsunami, rescuers in the town of Ishinomaki heard what 

sounded like a baby's cry emanating from a pile of waste. At first, they dismissed it — surely 

no child could have survived the monster tidal wave that ripped through the town. But the cry-

ing continued, and rescuers soon discovered its source: a 4-month-old baby girl, swaddled in a 

pink woollen bear suit. Her parents, both of whom survived the disaster, were at a loss to ex-

plain how the child avoided being drowned, or crushed by debris. That was a miracle! 

 

Pray for Japan: Give a moment to thank the Lord that He still does miracles. Pray for the people of Japan. 

 

Session 7: 
The children enter. After they have greeted everyone with the secret code (“Jesus for Japan”) and have done the movements, 
they get their seventh clue: O = P. 

Break the code: Q H B D (R I C E) 

What is our task for today? Discover traditional Japanese food. 

 
Read the information inside the envelope marked “RICE”. (You can have some small bowls with colourful pieces of food or sushi 

to show them what it looks like. Pictures can also be used.) 

 
Rice and noodles are the two primary staples of the Japanese diet. Another dish that is very 

popular in Japan is sushi. Sushi consists of rice with nori (seaweed), vegetables and some-

times raw fish. The Japanese use simple cooking styles. A wide variety of vegetarian 

(meatless) foods are served in small portions. All foods are divided into five colour groups 

(green, red, yellow, white, and black-purple) and six tastes (bitter, sour, sweet, hot, salty and 

delicate). 

 

Pray for Japan: Ask the Lord to help the Japanese children to hunger for Him and to be filled with spiritual food. 


